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May 2013 will be remembered as the top of a 30 year bull market in bonds. Prior to Fed officials introducing the word 
tapering in mid-May, yields on high yield bonds had amazingly fallen below 5% while a 30 year mortgage could be had for 
3.4% in the US. But it's important to remember that the end of a bull does not imply a nasty bear is at the front door just 
yet, only that he's awakened from his long slumber in the woods. 
 
During May 2013, 10 year bond yields climbed 50 basis points to 2.2% while investors in 30 year Apple bonds lost the 
equivalent of 3 years of coupons. Bond proxy stocks, including REITs, consumer staples and utilities, whose relative 
valuations had climbed to unheard of levels, uniformly underperformed growth cyclicals including technology and financial 
stocks.  
 
The Forge First hedge funds continued to successfully navigate the shifting tides of the markets. Our Forge First Long 
Short LP (“FFLSLP”) fund gained 2.69% net of fees while the Forge First Market Neutral LP (“FFMNLP”) advanced 1.82% 
net of fees.  
 
For each of our funds, May 2013 was the 7th consecutive winning month. These gains also increased the since (August 
2012) inception net performance of our funds to 25.28% for the FFLSLP and 22.13% for FFMNLP. In contrast, the total 
returns for the TSX and S&P500 during this time period were 8.45% and 18.20% respectively. 
 
With the US economy perceived to be steadily improving and a continuing slide in the Fed's key inflation metric, the PCE 
Deflator, two key market drivers shifted gears during May. The US dollar rose in value and the rise in real interest rates 
were even greater than the 50 bps climb in nominal yields.  
 
As a result, non-yielding assets that had benefited from a softer US dollar and falling real rates suffered abrupt reversals. 
Gold and silver for example, fell 6% and 8.5% respectively during May.  

 
Whereas our short book had contributed the majority of profits during April 2013, in May our long positions ruled the day. 
In the FFLSLP, our longs generated 465 bps in profits while our short book cost us 149 bps. Winning sectors included 
Energy at 171 bps and Industrials at 128 bps. Losing sectors included Materials at 140 bps and ETFs at 40 bps. While we 
profited from our net short position in gold stocks, our exposure to lumber cost us a greater amount of money. Our only 
single security loss in excess of 50 bps was Air Canada with 57 bps, while on the winning side; the best performers were 
Hardwoods Distribution with 88 bps, Western Forest with 79 bps and Macro Enterprises with 52 bps. 
 
Risk metrics remained solid for the FFLSLP. Correlation to the TSX sits at 11.3% while standard deviation, a measure of 
volatility, is 7.86%. The adjusted beta of FFLSLP ended May 2013 at 0.38. Lastly, the Sharpe ratio for FFLSLP is 4.4. The 
fund exited May with gross and net exposure of 198% and 47% respectively. 
   
Similarly, the risk metrics of our FFMNLP are also very solid. FFMNLP exited May with an adjusted beta of 0.12, 
correlation of 4.4% and a standard deviation of 7.25%. As a result, FFMNLP's Sharpe ratio sits at 4.6. 
 
During May, the best performing sectors in FFMNLP were Energy with 129 bps and Industrials with 86 bps while Materials 
and ETFs cost the fund 131 bps and 44 bps respectively. Stocks that contributed or hurt the performance of the fund by 
more than 50 bps during the month were Air Canada with 57 bps on the losing side and Hardwoods Distribution with 74 
bps and Western Forest 66 bps on the winning side of the ledger. FFMNLP closed the month with gross and net exposure 
of 214% and 21% respectively. 
 
Looking ahead, markets will be razor-focused on the Federal Open Market Committee communique post their June 19th 
meeting. Will Bernanke bring clarity to when their tapering will begin or will he hold markets hostage until the press 
conference after their September meeting. In my books, however, the market is making the proverbial 'mountain out of a 
mole hill' on this topic. 
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While Q1 2013 data shows US net worth climbed to its highest point since Q2 of 2007, median net worth sits 40% below 
the levels of 2007, and therein lies the rub. Sure housing and stocks are performing well, but the asymmetrical distribution 
of these gains will continue to retard the timing for the US economy to attain exit velocity.  
 
Year to date monthly job gains averaging 155,000 are ok, but they're not high enough to cause the Fed to actually tighten 
monetary policy anytime soon. In addition with the inexorable climb in the cost of a basket of essentials, negative real 
wage growth, stagnant hours worked, and the 10% fall in median income during the past five years, despite a record-
sized Fed balance sheet, inflation is nowhere in sight.  
 
This scenario implies low pricing power for most businesses and of course little revenue growth. Hence, it's not surprising 
Q1 revenue growth for S&P 500 companies was actually down 1.3% y/y. In addition, the willingness of the Chinese 
Government to accept GDP growth in the low 7% range ensures softer commodity prices, and lower rates of growth for 
most emerging markets including Brazil. And then of course we can't forget Europe. 
 
For the umpteenth time, last week ECB Chief Draghi promised Europeans that their economy would improve in the next 
six months. Of course he's going to be right one of these times, but the 2nd half of 2013 is still too soon to be that 
optimistic. 
 
So while it’s inevitable the Fed will cease to expand its balance sheet at some point, we're not there yet.  
Remember, tapering just means buying less than the $85B per month in government securities it's buying today. It doesn't 
imply a true tightening of monetary policy.  
 
As for equities, broadly speaking there are three types of stocks. Deep cyclicals, including commodity stocks, will likely 
remain in the dog house for the foreseeable future, as growth in supply will overwhelm the growth in demand. Then 
there's the universe of bond-like equities. 
 
Like bonds, valuations for these stocks have drunk themselves silly well in to the night. Mark May 2013 on your calendar 
as being the time the host declared 'last call'. Their party will continue for a while, but the crowd will get increasingly thin. 
The most vulnerable stocks within this group are the companies whose cost of capital will become increasingly 
uncompetitive with non-taxable accounts such as pension funds as interest rates leak higher. 
 
Lastly, there's the rest of the equity universe, which of course has winning and losing groups and stocks. For example, our 

funds continue to see strong potential in derivative plays on the North American LNG story and the recovery in US 

housing. Alternatively, the shares of high cost commodity producers and many richly valued consumer-oriented stocks will 

remain short sale candidates.                                                                                                                                     

  

All questions or comments are greatly appreciated. Please reach us at 416-687-6771. Alternatively, please email Andrew 

McCreath at amccreath@forgefirst.com. Follow me on TWITTER @CEDARBUSH 

 

Thank you,  

 

 
 

Andrew McCreath 
 

 
IMPORTANT:  The information provided in this data sheet is for information purposes only and does not constitute an offering memorandum. All material has been obtained from sources 

believed to be reliable, but its accuracy is not guaranteed. The 2013 results are unaudited and are based on our best estimates at the time of this report. Performance data is historical, and is 

not indicative of future performance. Volatility and correlation are calculated from daily returns. Sharpe ratio is hypothetical and is calculated using daily standard deviation and domestic 90 

day Treasury bill. The Forge First Funds are currently open to Canadian investors who meet certain eligibility requirements. Please contact Forge First Asset Management Inc. to request the 

offering documents. 
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